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2016 Boats Harbors Wall Calendar
E. H. Gombrich's Little History of the World, though written in
1935, has become one of the treasures of historical writing
since its first publication in English in 2005. The Yale edition
alone has now sold over half a million copies, and the book is
available worldwide in almost thirty languages. Gombrich was
of course the best-known art historian of his time, and his text
suggests illustrations on every page. This illustrated edition of
the Little History brings together the pellucid humanity of his
narrative with the images that may well have been in his
mind's eye as he wrote the book. The two hundred
illustrations—most of them in full color—are not simple
embellishments, though they are beautiful. They emerge from
the text, enrich the author's intention, and deepen the
pleasure of reading this remarkable work. For this edition the
text is reset in a spacious format, flowing around illustrations
that range from paintings to line drawings, emblems, motifs,
and symbols. The book incorporates freshly drawn maps, a
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revised preface, and a new index. Blending high-grade design,
fine paper, and classic binding, this is both a sumptuous gift
book and an enhanced edition of a timeless account of human
history.
A bitingly funny, smart and moving road novel about two
hapless lost souls—an alcoholic Vietnam veteran turned
bestselling author, and his awkward, shy college student
superfan—who form an unlikely connection on the world's most
disastrous book tour. Richard Lazar is advancing in years but
regressing in life. After a career as a literary novelist that has
ground to a halt and landed him in a trailer in Phoenix, Richard
is surprised to find sudden success publishing a gritty memoir
about his service in Vietnam. Sent on a book tour by his
publishing house, Richard encounters his biggest (and really
only) fan: an awkward, despondent student named Vance with
issues of his own (an absentee father, a depressive mother, his
own acute shyness). Soon Vance has volunteered to chauffeur
Richard for the rest of the book tour, and the two embark on a
disastrous but often hilarious cross-country trip. When things
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go wrong, Richard and Vance forge an unlikely bond between
two misanthropes whose mutual insecurities and disdain for
the world force both to look at each other, and their lives, in a
more meaningful way. As they reach the end of the book tour,
The Grand Tour ultimately becomes a moving tale of unlikely
friendship that should catapult Adam O'Fallon Price into the
company of such masters of All-American dyspepsia as Sam
Lipsyte, David Gates and Walter Kirn.
The bestselling guide to the Cape—with a brand-new look The
most detailed and trusted guide to Cape Cod is back in its
eleventh edition. Sporting a fresh and vibrant new design,
Explorer’s Guide Cape Cod, Martha’s Vineyard, & Nantucket
offers travelers helpful and intelligently organized information
on all the natural beauty and fun attractions the Cape and its
islands have to offer, no matter your taste or budget. Read
hundreds of dining reviews ranging from America’s best clam
shacks to elegant four-star bistros. Plan an unforgettable
whale-watching excursion, satisfy your nostalgia at an old
drive-in theater, or simply find the perfect beach spot to enjoy
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that local Cabernet. Each section features must-see sites and
curated day-trip itineraries to meet the hopes of any Cape
journey. Whether interested in a serene retreat, an outdoor
adventure, or local culture, the Explorer’s Guide series is
unparalleled in its tradition of giving travelers the tools and
information they need to discover every corner of their next
destination.
Buccellati
A Little History of the World
Proceedings and Debates of the ... Congress
Engineering
Poems
Annual Reports of the War Department
Not your typical photo book! David Bellis, founder of the popular local
history website Gwulo, shows you a selection of his favourite photos of
old Hong Kong. So far, so familiar. But then he takes you on a deep
dive to discover and understand the photos’ most minute and revealing
details. Plague-ridden rats (pg. 7), flapper hats (pg. 56), and
chocolates (pg. 73) are just a few of the surprising clues you’ll
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investigate. Finally, David helps you piece the clues together to
uncover the photos’ hidden stories.
From the creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and New
York’s work-advice columnist comes a witty, practical guide to 200
difficult professional conversations—featuring all-new advice! There’s
a reason Alison Green has been called “the Dear Abby of the work
world.” Ten years as a workplace-advice columnist have taught her
that people avoid awkward conversations in the office because they
simply don’t know what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and in this
incredibly helpful book, she tackles the tough discussions you may
need to have during your career. You’ll learn what to say when •
coworkers push their work on you—then take credit for it • you
accidentally trash-talk someone in an email then hit “reply all” •
you’re being micromanaged—or not being managed at all • you catch a
colleague in a lie • your boss seems unhappy with your work • your
cubemate’s loud speakerphone is making you homicidal • you got
drunk at the holiday party Praise for Ask a Manager “A must-read for
anyone who works . . . [Alison Green’s] advice boils down to the idea
that you should be professional (even when others are not) and that
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communicating in a straightforward manner with candor and kindness
will get you far, no matter where you work.”—Booklist (starred review)
“The author’s friendly, warm, no-nonsense writing is a pleasure to
read, and her advice can be widely applied to relationships in all areas
of readers’ lives. Ideal for anyone new to the job market or new to
management, or anyone hoping to improve their work
experience.”—Library Journal (starred review) “I am a huge fan of
Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column. This book is even better. It
teaches us how to deal with many of the most vexing big and little
problems in our workplaces—and to do so with grace, confidence, and
a sense of humor.”—Robert Sutton, Stanford professor and author of
The No Asshole Rule and The Asshole Survival Guide “Ask a Manager
is the ultimate playbook for navigating the traditional workforce in a
diplomatic but firm way.”—Erin Lowry, author of Broke Millennial:
Stop Scraping By and Get Your Financial Life Together
The secrets of the past have deadly consequences... As far as the police
are concerned the brutal murder of Ann Kennedy is an open and shut
case. The knife-wielding attacker is the dead woman's son, Fergal
Kennedy. But Tara Ross is not convinced. All her instincts as an
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investigative journalist tell her that they are wrong. And there is an
added complication-- Tara and Fergal are lovers. Determined to find
the real truth Tara sets out on the trail of the killer -- a dangerous
chase which leads her from a squalid drug den in Dublin, to an artist's
studio in Montmartre in Paris, and an involvement with the mysterious
Estonian, Andres Talimann. A compelling story of murder, betrayal
and family secrets that will keep the reader guessing to the very end.
The Complete Inspector Grant Mysteries
Ports of the World
Illustrated Edition
Annual Report of the Secretary of War
The Most Adventurous, the Most Arduous, and the Longest Way to
Canada
Old Christmas
New York is a city whose DNA comes from all over the world, a
fantastic and unique place belonging to America yet not completely
American. Such a strong cultural personality deserves a book, and
Martine Assouline introduces this grand new title as "a little
tribute to the New York I love." Travel through the most important
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periods of this great city and into all its boroughs, from Manhattan
and Brooklyn to the Bronx and Queens to Staten Island with glimpses
into its history and the development of its world- renown skyline.
Discover stories from immigration in the early twentieth century to
Prohibition in the 1920s to the youth revolution in the sixties.
Remember the best moments in Broadway and the discos at Studio 54;
dream with F. Scott Fitzgerald, Truman Capote, and Audrey Hepburn or
Madonna and Jean- Michel Basquiat.
Now a major motion picture from Clint Eastwood, starring Tom
Hanks—the inspirational autobiography by one of the most captivating
American heroes of our time, Capt. ‘Sully’ Sullenberger—the pilot who
miraculously landed a crippled US Airways Flight 1549 in New York’s
Hudson River, saving the lives of all 155 passengers and crew. On
January 15, 2009, the world witnessed a remarkable emergency landing
when Captain "Sully" Sullenberger skillfully glided US Airways Flight
1549 onto the Hudson River, saving the lives of all 155 passengers
and crew. His cool actions not only averted tragedy but made him a
hero and an inspiration worldwide. His story is now a major motion
picture from director / producer Clint Eastwood and stars Tom Hanks,
Laura Linney and Aaron Eckhart. Sully's story is one of dedication,
hope, and preparedness, revealing the important lessons he learned
through his life, in his military service, and in his work as an
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airline pilot. It reminds us all that, even in these days of
conflict, tragedy and uncertainty, there are values still worth
fighting for—that life's challenges can be met if we're ready for
them.
Seven months and twenty-three agreeably ill-assorted vessels are what
were required to transport Gavin Young, by slow boat, from Piraeus to
Canton. His odyssey teemed with excitement, adventure and colour.
Gavin Young's account memorably distils the people, places, smells,
conversations, ships and history of the places he encountered in what
is his most famous book. The sequel, Slow Boats Home, is also
reissued in Faber Finds.
The True Story of the U.S. Coast Guard's Most Daring Sea Rescue
Cottages, Castles, and the Families That Built Them
Working the Water
The Ones Who Walk Away from Omelas
The Finest Hours
The Illustrated London News

STAY ORGANIZED | GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR TIME Do you need to organize your
time? Do constant meetings and a busy schedule run you ragged? Then you need the Get Shit
Done To Do Planner and Organizer! This no nonsense personal organizer is a great way to collect
your thoughts and prepare for the days activities so you'll be organized and prepared for all of the
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tasks of the day. Daily Task List Record and keep track of daily tasks to make sure nothing gets
missed. Quick Glance Schedule Plan your day out and layout important meetings and events in a
daily calendar. Set Aside Time For Yourself While you're saving the world, you need to make
sure to take care of yourself with daily reminders of important items to rejuvenate yourself and
ensure you stay mentally and physically at your best. 50 Days of Activity Planning Contains space
for 50 days worth of activities. Blank Dates Fill in dates as needed to accommodate your personal
schedule and needs. Notes and Journaling The opposite page for each day has a space for
recording notes or inspirations. Or, use this space for journaling to clear your mind and unleash
your creativity. The Perfect Gift Give the gift or organization and mindfulness to the busiest
people in your life. Buy Now, and Begin Organizing Your Life Today With This Great Organizer
and Planner. Click the Buy button at the top of the page to begin.
Tells the true story of the unique human-animal friendship between Harry Goodridge and Andre,
the harbor seal who was as comfortable in Goodridge’s home as he was in Penobscot Bay. Andre
swims with Harry and rides happily in the back seat of Harry’s car. He quickly picked up
tricks—perhaps the first time a wild animal has been trained in a free-release situation. He
became Rockport, Maine’s honorary harbormaster and was ranked “second only to Andrew
Wyeth as the state’s most acclaimed summer resident.” Year after year, Andre swam south in the
winter, only to return again to Harry the next spring. It’s a timeless and iconic Maine story.
Madeleine Thien’s stunning debut novel fulfills all her early promise and introduces a young
novelist of vision, maturity, and style. Gail Lim, a producer of radio documentaries in presentPage 10/21
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day Vancouver, finds herself haunted by events in her parents’ past in wartorn Asia, a past which
remains a mystery that fiercely grips her imagination. As a child, Gail’s father, Matthew Lim,
wandered the Leila Road and the jungle fringe with his lovely Ani, a girl whose early bond with
Matthew will affect his life always. As children, they found themselves together under the
terrifying shadow of war in Japanese-occupied Sandakan, Malaysia. The war shatters their
families and splits the two apart until years later, when they remeet only to be separated again.
The legacy of their connection is later inherited by Matthew’s wife, Clara, in unexpected ways.
Gail’s journey to unravel the mystery of her parents’ lives takes her to Amsterdam, where she
meets the war photographer Sipke, who tells his story of Ani and their relationship, which began
in Jakarta, a story that will bring Gail face to face with the complications in her own life and lead
her closer to the truth. Vivid, poignant, wise, at once sweeping and intimate, Certainty is a novel
about the legacies of loss, about the dislocations of war and the redemptive qualities of love.
Thien reveals herself as a novelist of rare and potent talent.
15 Years in Leelanau County
Explorer's Guide Cape Cod, Martha's Vineyard, & Nantucket (11th Edition) (Explorer's
Complete)
Single and Short-handed Techniques
My Search for What Really Matters
Old Hong Kong Photos and The Tales They Tell, Volume 1
Get Shit Done!
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The Congressional Record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the
United States Congress. It is published daily when Congress is in session. The
Congressional Record began publication in 1873. Debates for sessions prior to 1873
are recorded in The Debates and Proceedings in the Congress of the United States
(1789-1824), the Register of Debates in Congress (1824-1837), and the
Congressional Globe (1833-1873)
Scores of talented and dedicated people serve the forensic science community,
performing vitally important work. However, they are often constrained by lack of
adequate resources, sound policies, and national support. It is clear that change and
advancements, both systematic and scientific, are needed in a number of forensic
science disciplines to ensure the reliability of work, establish enforceable standards,
and promote best practices with consistent application. Strengthening Forensic
Science in the United States: A Path Forward provides a detailed plan for addressing
these needs and suggests the creation of a new government entity, the National
Institute of Forensic Science, to establish and enforce standards within the forensic
science community. The benefits of improving and regulating the forensic science
disciplines are clear: assisting law enforcement officials, enhancing homeland
security, and reducing the risk of wrongful conviction and exoneration. Strengthening
Forensic Science in the United States gives a full account of what is needed to
advance the forensic science disciplines, including upgrading of systems and
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organizational structures, better training, widespread adoption of uniform and
enforceable best practices, and mandatory certification and accreditation programs.
While this book provides an essential call-to-action for congress and policy makers, it
also serves as a vital tool for law enforcement agencies, criminal prosecutors and
attorneys, and forensic science educators.
The vast majority of sailing yacht scenarios comprise a couple sailing the boat
together, and needing to carry out all manoeuvres and activities themselves with no
help from a back-up crew. Their boat handling, navigation, sail handling, anchoring
and mooring skills all have to be carried out both efficiently and effectively,
preferably with the minimum of physical effort (to conserve energy). But most sailing
technique books assume a crew of 3 or 4, all willing to lend a hand. This book is
therefore a first, addressing the most common sailing scenarios that anyone cruising
will have to deal with, and providing clever, original, highly effective (and most
importantly successfully tried and tested by the author) techniques and solutions for
dealing with the huge variety of essential operations on a boat – from sail setting and
reefing, to picking up mooring buoys in a variety of wind and tide situations,
anchoring, berthing and leaving a pontoon shorthanded, picking up a man overboard,
sailing in fog and heavy weather – and even going up the mast. This book will be a
godsend to anyone sailing single or shorthanded – including couples with young
children who need to be supervised by one parent whilst the other runs the boat.
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Organised into techniques for different cruising scenarios, the book features step by
step sequential photos showing exactly how to approach each situation and carry out
the task in hand.
Lost In Michigan Volume 3: History and Travel Stories From An Endless Road Trip
Uncle Vanya
Report of the Chief of Engineers, U.S. Army
Congressional Record
Know Your Ships
The third volume in the Lost In Michigan book series. Fun and informative
stories that are off the beaten path throughout the "Mitten State" that are.
Tales of tragic accidents, to historic places and inspirational people that
showcases Michigan's unique history. If you have traveled to the popular
tourist destinations in Michigan, and are looking for something a little
different, you will enjoy reading this book. It's the perfect book to take on a
road trip and get "Lost In Michigan."
Slow Boats to ChinaFaber & Faber
A thrilling true story that follows the adventures of three medical
professionals and their dog as they leave behind a thriving practice and
head off on the journey of their lives aboard a 52-foot yacht named Nessie.
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With little experience aside from research and sailing lessons, they pack up
two years' worth of food and embark from Holland onto the North Sea. With
new experiences, stunning landscapes and unexpected danger around every
corner, the trio sails around Europe and Africa. As part of their mission to
help those less fortunate, they set up a makeshift clinic in the jungles of
Africa and offer medicine and advice to those who need it before continuing
on to their final destination of Halifax, Canada. This gripping book serves as
both encouragement and a cautionary tale; with stories of surviving
hurricanes, and even piracy, The Most Adventurous, The Most Arduous, and
the Longest Way to Canada will have you on the edge of your seat-- but the
tranquil scenes of sitting on the deck watching whales and dolphins swim by
will remind you why so many people dream of sailing away into the sunset.
A Path Forward
Ask a Manager
To Do Notepad, Planner and Journal
The Leland Report
Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States
Highest Duty
Josephine Tey’s Inspector Grant novels are pillars of detective fiction—her name is on
the short list of greats next to Raymond Chandler and Arthur Conan Doyle. This
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collection features all five stories starring the inspector, including The Daughter of Time,
which was ranked at number one on the UK Crime Writers’ Association’s list of The
Top 100 Crime Novels of All Time. It also features The Franchise Affair, which features
the inspect as a supporting character. Penguin Random House Canada is proud to
bring you classic works of literature in e-book form, with the highest quality production
values. Find more today and rediscover books you never knew you loved.
15 Years of the best photography from the creators of LelandReport.com, a photo-aday diary from Leelanau County, Michigan
Nothing's new Everything's old. I'm exactly the same as ever Only more lazy More
aimless More curmudgeonly...' One of the high points of world drama, Chekhov's
bittersweet tale of frustrated lives and unrequited loves - by turns witty, playful,
nostalgic and tragic - is captured in all its complexity by Bryony Lavery's spirited,
sharply-written adaptation, first produced at Birmingham Rep in 2007.
Slow Boats to China
A Novel
The Ultimate Guide to Neighborhoods & Noshes, Culture & the Cutting Edge
New York by New York
Naples Beach Homes
The Grand Tour

Documents the 1952 Coast Guard mission to save the crews of two oil tankers that were
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torn in half by the force of one of New England's worst nor'easters.
From Paris to Rio, everyone’s curious about hot, new Brooklyn. The Brooklyn
Experience, Ellen Freudenheim’s fourth comprehensive Brooklyn guidebook, offers a
true insider’s guide, complete with photographs, itineraries, and insights into one of the
most creative, dynamic cities in the modern world. Walk over the Brooklyn Bridge at
dawn or sunset, discover thirty-eight unique Brooklyn neighborhoods, and experience the
borough like a native. Find out where to go to the beach and to eat great pizza, what to do
with the kids, how to enjoy free and cheap activities, and where to savor Brooklyn’s
famous cuisines. Visit cool independent shops, greenmarkets, festivals, and delve into the
vibrant new cultural scene at the Brooklyn Academy of Music, Barclays Center, and the
lively exploding neighborhoods of DUMBO, Williamsburg, and Bushwick. Included in
the book are essays and the pithy, sometimes funny comments of sixty cultural, literary,
and culinary movers and shakers, culled from exclusive interviews with experts from the
James Beard Foundation to the cofounder of the famous Brooklyn Book Festival, as well
as MacArthur “genius” award winners, to young entrepreneurs, hipsters, and activists, all
of whom have something to say about Brooklyn’s stunning renaissance. Neighborhood
profiles are rich in user-friendly information and details, including movies, celebrities,
and novels associated with each neighborhood. There are also 800 listings of great
restaurants, bars, shops, parks, cultural institutions, and historical sites, complete with
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contact information. Targeting the independent, curious traveler, The Brooklyn
Experience includes a dozen “do-it-yourself” tours, including a visit to Woody Allen’s
childhood neighborhood, and amazing Revolutionary and Civil War sites. Freudenheim
draws clear—and sometimes surprising—connections between old and new Brooklyn.
Written by an author with an astounding knowledge of all Brooklyn has to offer, The
Brooklyn Experience will guide both first-time and repeat visitors, and will be a fun
resource for Brooklynites who enjoy exploring their own hometown.
“Ursula Le Guin is more than just a writer of adult fantasy and science fiction . . . she is a
philosopher; an explorer in the landscapes of the mind.” – Cincinnati Enquirer The
recipient of numerous literary prizes, including the National Book Award, the Kafka
Award, and the Pushcart Prize, Ursula K. Le Guin is renowned for her spare, elegant
prose, rich characterization, and diverse worlds. "The Ones Who Walk Away from
Omelas" is a short story originally published in the collection The Wind's Twelve
Quarters.
The Rain in Portugal
The Brooklyn Experience
How to Navigate Clueless Colleagues, Lunch-Stealing Bosses, and the Rest of Your Life
at Work
Explorer's Guide Maine (18th Edition) (Explorer's Complete)
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The Seamen's Journal
Stress-Free Sailing

The wonders of Cuba s landscape, its people, and their lifestyles are captured in this compelling
collection of imagery. Havana s highlights are depicted in detail along with classic cars from
the golden age of American automobiles, the northern coastal city of Matanzas, and popular
white sand beach resorts. Showcasing the World Heritage Sites Old Havana and Trinidad, this
striking compilation also tours Guantanamo Bay and the Isla de la Juventud, home to some of
Cuba s most important agricultural farmland. From central Cuba s charming colonial cities of
Sancti Spiritus and Santa Clara to the tobacco fields and picturesque hills of the Vinales Valley,
this photographic journey features commentary on the island s history, geography, economy,
and holidays."
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From former U.S. Poet Laureate Billy Collins comes a
twelfth collection of poetry offering over fifty new poems that showcase the generosity, wit, and
imaginative play that prompted The Wall Street Journal to call him “America’s favorite poet.”
The Rain in Portugal—a title that admits he’s not much of a rhymer—sheds Collins’s ironic light
on such subjects as travel and art, cats and dogs, loneliness and love, beauty and death. His
tones range from the whimsical—“the dogs of Minneapolis . . . / have no idea they’re in
Minneapolis”—to the elegiac in a reaction to the death of Seamus Heaney. A student of the
everyday, Collins here contemplates a weather vane, a still life painting, the calendar, and a
child lost at a beach. His imaginative fabrications have Shakespeare flying comfortably in first
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class and Keith Richards supporting the globe on his head. By turns entertaining, engaging, and
enlightening, The Rain in Portugal amounts to another chorus of poems from one of the most
respected and familiar voices in the world of American poetry. Praise for The Rain in Portugal
“Nothing in Billy Collins’s twelfth book . . . is exactly what readers might expect, and that’s the
charm of this collection.”—The Washington Post “This new collection shows [Collins] at his
finest. . . . Certain to please his large readership and a good place for readers new to Collins to
begin.”—Library Journal “Disarmingly playful and wistfully candid.”—Booklist
""There is nothing in England that exercises a more delightful spell over my imagination than
the lingerings of the holiday customs and rural games of former times."" So begins Irving's
classic recital of Christmas traditions in 19th-century England. Originally part of The Sketch
Books of Geoffrey Crayon, Gent., which also included Irving's most famous stories, Rip Van
Winkle and The Legend of Sleepy Hollow, Old Christmas depicts Irving's Christmas Eve trip by
stagecoach to Yorkshire and the delightful holiday games and rituals he shared with his hosts at
their home, Bracebridge Hall. Famed illustrator Randolph Caldecott's sketches provide a
perfect complement to Irving's descriptions of holiday cheer.
Certainty
Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms
Stone Heart
Cuba Arts
A Story
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A Seal Called Andre
The standard by which all other Maine travel guides are
judged—now completely revised and reenvisioned The best-selling
and most trusted guide to Maine is back! Once again fully
updated and revised, this 18th edition features a brand-new
design with expanded sidebars, itineraries, and lush color
photographs throughout. As always, authors Christina Tree and
Nancy English offer the best, most up-to-date recommendations
for food, lodging, recreation, shopping, events, and much more.
Whether you’re a native New Englander or one of the thousands of
visitors who flock to “Vacationland” every year, in Explorer’s
Guide Maine you’ll find the most comprehensive and useful
information to make your stay more enjoyable.
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